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Paragraph Completion 
 
The paragraph completion part of the exam consists of two exercises: a passage with root words and two 
passages without root words.  In the passage with root words, the students may need to write more than one 
word. In the passages without root words, the student may have to use more than one word. This may mean: 
 

1. A simple tense (visitaría), an infinitive (volver), a gerund (creyendo), etc. 
2. A compound tense (“hemos llegado”) 
3. A reflexive construction (“se dio”) 
 
• Not acceptable are progressive constructions (“estamos esperando”) or periphrastic constructions 

that use infinitives (“tenemos que esperar,” “voy a salir”).      
 
• If a student writes more than one answer in the blank, all answers must be correct in order to receive 

credit. 
 
• Even if no change is required in a suggested word, the student must write the word. “No change” or 

“No cambia” are not acceptable responses. 
 

• Answers with extra accents or missing accents are incorrect. 
 

• Students may use upper or lower case without penalty. 
 
  Accepted Answers for Paragraph Completion: 
 

1. pueda      11.  de 
 

2. aguantar     12.  para/al 
 

3. una                   13.  con    
 

4. repuesto                  14.  se   
 

5. despachara/despachase/despacharía       15.  que       
     

6. gastronómicos/gastronómicas   16.  se 
       
7. partir       17.  les               

 
8. abandonando     18.  en 

 
9. la      19.  a 

 
10. hecho      20.  un/su       
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Paragraph Completion with Root Words 
 
Sample: PC-W-AA 
Score: 9 
Correct: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
Incorrect: 5 
 
In this very good sample, the student completes the passage logically, supplying the grammatically correct 
forms of the words in parenthesis. The student answers all but number 5 correctly, using the incorrect verb 
tense “despachaba.” 
 
Sample: PC-W-BB 
Score: 5 
Correct: 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 
Incorrect: 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 
 
In this mid-range sample, the student answers numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10 correctly and numbers 4, 5, 7, 8, 
and 9 incorrectly. In number 4 the student uses the preterit form “repuso” instead of the past participle 
repuesto. In number 5 the preterit form “despachó” is incorrectly used. In number 7 “parte” does not 
correspond to the idiomatic usage that the sentence elicits with the answer partir. The student incorrectly 
writes “abandona” instead of abandonando in number 8, and “lo” should be la, as it refers to something 
previously mentioned in the sentence, in number 9. 
 
Sample: PC-W-CC 
Score: 2 
Correct: 6, 7 
Incorrect: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 
 
This sample answers only numbers 6 and 7 correctly, earning a score of 2. Most answers reflect incorrect 
verb usage: “puede” instead of the subjunctive pueda in number 1; “aguantarse” instead of the infinitive 
form aguantar in number 2; “repone” instead of the past participle repuesto in number 4; “despachas” 
instead of the past subjunctive (despachara/ase) or conditional (despacharía) in number 5; “abandonaba” 
instead of the gerund abandonando in number 8; and “haciendo” instead of the past participle hecho in 
number 10. The correct answer for 9 is la, but the student mistakenly writes “lo.”  
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Paragraph Completion without Root Words 
 
Sample: PC-W/O-AA 
Score: 9 
Correct: 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 
Incorrect: 13 
 
This is a very good sample. All responses are correct, except number 13 where the student should have 
used con instead of the preposition “de.”  
 
Sample: PC-W/O-BB 
Score: 5 
Correct: 12, 14, 15, 16, 18 
Incorrect: 11, 13, 17, 19, 20 
 
This is a mid-range sample. The student uses the incorrect preposition in number 11 (“a” instead of de) 
and in number 13 (“de” instead of con). In number 17 the incorrect answer “los” should be the indirect 
object pronoun les. In number 19, a, not “para,” is the correct answer because of the direct object in the 
sentence. The incorrect gender and number is used with “los” in number 20. 
 
Sample: PC-W/O-CC 
Score: 4 
Correct: 13, 15, 19, 20 
Incorrect: 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18 
 
This sample earned a score of 4. In numbers 11 and 12, the incorrect prepositions “el” and “de” are used. In 
numbers 14 and 16 “les,” instead of the reflexive pronoun se, is mistakenly provided. In number 17 the 
incorrect answer “ellos” is given instead of the indirect pronoun les. The correct answer for number 18 is 
en not “de.” The student correctly writes “a” in number 19 and provides the correct gender and number 
“un” in number 20. 


